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TrafMeter is a professional software application whose purpose is to help administrators assess the traffic of the network with
the aid of different filters (e.g. IP address of source/destination, protocol, port) in real-time, and view the collected statistics via
graphs and reports. The utility integrates a network translation engine (NAT) for allowing multiple hosts on a private network to

access the Internet using a single public IP address, firewall for offering protection against intrusions, as well as user
authentication from LAN. Well-organized GUI TrafMeter sports a clean interface that integrates a bunch of network

configuration parameters. The administrative console has its features divided into several categories so you can easily track
them, namely Statistic, Services and Configuration options. Statistics The application is able to graphically display the captured
information, along with details about the traffic counters (e.g. sent and received bytes), logs (type, date, time and event), denied
packets, process list, as well as current DHCP options. TrafMeter gives you the possibility to make use of a powerful firewall
engine that enables all outgoing traffic (only for TCP, UDP and ICMP protocols) and blocks any incoming communication. In
addition, you may set up firewall exceptions for allowing access to network services running on your computer. What’s more,

you can use the DNS feature in order to translate human-readable domain name into a machine-readable IP address, enable the
DHCP mode to automatically configure the protocol used on IP networks, as well as forward and rewrite the headers of IP

packets (source/destination address for all protocols and source/destination port for TCP or UDP). Filters and other
configuration settings TrafMeter helps you add, edit or delete filters, define specific IP addresses/networks into groups and use
them for creating rules, limit the maximum traffic speed, block or allow websites based on URL blacklist and whitelist, as well
as create unlimited number of user accounts and assign permission to specific users for viewing the current value of the traffic
counters, speed and traffic to exceed the limit. The utility allows you to automatically or manually send SMS when the traffic
limit is exceeded, generate XML or database traffic reports, record the IP packet headers of captured traffic to plain text file
format or database, as well as extract and process VPN packets. An overall efficient protocol analyzer All in all, TrafMeter

implements a
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Use this utility to export security certificates to the keychain and import them into other certificates as well as into a certificate
in the keychain. SETTINGS DESCRIPTION: - Export PKCS#12 certificate file (.p12) to the keychain with password

protection. - Use SETTINGS to determine the location of exported certificate file (.p12) with password protection in the
destination keychain (drop-down menu). - Import PKCS#12 certificate file (.p12) to the keychain without password protection.
- Use SETTINGS to determine the location of imported certificate file (.p12) in the destination keychain (drop-down menu). -
Export trusted certificates to the keychain. - Use SETTINGS to determine the location of trusted certificates in the destination
keychain (drop-down menu). - Import trusted certificates to the keychain. - Export pinned certificates to the keychain. - Use
SETTINGS to determine the location of pinned certificates in the destination keychain (drop-down menu). - Import pinned

certificates to the keychain. - Export certificate to the keychain. - Use SETTINGS to determine the location of exported
certificate in the destination keychain (drop-down menu). - Import certificate to the keychain. - Export all certificates to the

keychain. - Use SETTINGS to determine the location of exported certificates in the destination keychain (drop-down menu). -
Import all certificates to the keychain. - Export all trusted certificates to the keychain. - Use SETTINGS to determine the

location of exported trusted certificates in the destination keychain (drop-down menu). - Import all trusted certificates to the
keychain. - Export all pinned certificates to the keychain. - Use SETTINGS to determine the location of exported pinned

certificates in the destination keychain (drop-down menu). - Import all pinned certificates to the keychain. - Export all
certificates to the keychain (use a blank password). - Use SETTINGS to determine the location of exported certificates in the

destination keychain (drop-down menu). - Import all certificates to the keychain (use a blank password). - Export trusted
certificates to the keychain (use a blank password). - Use SETTINGS to determine the location of trusted certificates in the

destination keychain (drop-down menu). - Import trusted certificates to the keychain (use a blank 80eaf3aba8
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TrafMeter is a professional software application whose purpose is to help administrators assess the traffic of the network with
the aid of different filters (e.g. IP address of source/destination, protocol, port) in real-time, and view the collected statistics via
graphs and reports. TrafMeter integrates a network translation engine (NAT) for allowing multiple hosts on a private network to
access the Internet using a single public IP address, firewall for offering protection against intrusions, as well as user
authentication from LAN. Well-organized GUI TrafMeter sports a clean interface that integrates a bunch of network
configuration parameters. The administrative console has its features divided into several categories so you can easily track
them, namely Statistic, Services and Configuration options. Statistics The application is able to graphically display the captured
information, along with details about the traffic counters (e.g. sent and received bytes), logs (type, date, time and event), denied
packets, process list, as well as current DHCP options. TrafMeter gives you the possibility to make use of a powerful firewall
engine that enables all outgoing traffic (only for TCP, UDP and ICMP protocols) and blocks any incoming communication. In
addition, you may set up firewall exceptions for allowing access to network services running on your computer. What’s more,
you can use the DNS feature in order to translate human-readable domain name into a machine-readable IP address, enable the
DHCP mode to automatically configure the protocol used on IP networks, as well as forward and rewrite the headers of IP
packets (source/destination address for all protocols and source/destination port for TCP or UDP). Filters and other
configuration settings TrafMeter helps you add, edit or delete filters, define specific IP addresses/networks into groups and use
them for creating rules, limit the maximum traffic speed, block or allow websites based on URL blacklist and whitelist, as well
as create unlimited number of user accounts and assign permission to specific users for viewing the current value of the traffic
counters, speed and traffic to exceed the limit. The utility allows you to automatically or manually send SMS when the traffic
limit is exceeded, generate XML or database traffic reports, record the IP packet headers of captured traffic to plain text file
format or database, as well as extract and process VPN packets. An overall efficient protocol analyzer All in all, TrafMeter
implements a powerful suite of features for helping you carry out real-

What's New In?

TrafMeter is a professional software application whose purpose is to help administrators assess the traffic of the network with
the aid of different filters (e.g. IP address of source/destination, protocol, port) in real-time, and view the collected statistics via
graphs and reports. The utility integrates a network translation engine (NAT) for allowing multiple hosts on a private network to
access the Internet using a single public IP address, firewall for offering protection against intrusions, as well as user
authentication from LAN. Well-organized GUI TrafMeter sports a clean interface that integrates a bunch of network
configuration parameters. The administrative console has its features divided into several categories so you can easily track
them, namely Statistic, Services and Configuration options. Statistics The application is able to graphically display the captured
information, along with details about the traffic counters (e.g. sent and received bytes), logs (type, date, time and event), denied
packets, process list, as well as current DHCP options. Services TrafMeter gives you the possibility to make use of a powerful
firewall engine that enables all outgoing traffic (only for TCP, UDP and ICMP protocols) and blocks any incoming
communication. In addition, you may set up firewall exceptions for allowing access to network services running on your
computer. What’s more, you can use the DNS feature in order to translate human-readable domain name into a machine-
readable IP address, enable the DHCP mode to automatically configure the protocol used on IP networks, as well as forward and
rewrite the headers of IP packets (source/destination address for all protocols and source/destination port for TCP or UDP).
Filters and other configuration settings TrafMeter helps you add, edit or delete filters, define specific IP addresses/networks
into groups and use them for creating rules, limit the maximum traffic speed, block or allow websites based on URL blacklist
and whitelist, as well as create unlimited number of user accounts and assign permission to specific users for viewing the current
value of the traffic counters, speed and traffic to exceed the limit. The utility allows you to automatically or manually send SMS
when the traffic limit is exceeded, generate XML or database traffic reports, record the IP packet headers of captured traffic to
plain text file format or database, as well as extract and process VPN packets. An overall efficient protocol analyzer All in all,
TrafMeter implements a powerful suite of features for helping you carry out real-time monitoring tasks of Internet traffic, and
is suitable especially for power users. TrafMeter is a professional software application whose purpose is to help administrators
assess the traffic of the network with the aid of different filters (e.g. IP address of source/destination, protocol, port) in real-
time, and view the collected statistics via graphs and reports. The utility integrates a network translation engine
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System Requirements For TrafMeter:

OS: Windows 8.1 or newer Processor: Intel Core i5 or later Memory: 6 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000 or
equivalent. Storage: 20 GB available space Additional Notes: Drivers are available from NVIDIA's website. Also, please note
that it is required to add third-party GPU drivers (eg. nVidia drivers or AMD Catalyst) in order to run the game. The game will
function properly with the default "NVIDIA Control Panel" driver in most
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